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How would phonology assist a learner to comprehend and remember characters for reading 
modern and classical texts ?

(from a discussion on Sinologists network)

About the 'role' of phonology on the question of how "[...] assist a learner to comprehend and remember 
characters for reading modern and classical texts", an elementary feature is i.e. to trace researches on the rhyme 
structure of classical texts themselves.

Quoting 'Baxter-Sagart' (2014):
"Like other early canonical Chinese texts, the Shījīng is generally read from a text that uses some version of the 
script that has been standard for about two millennia. Even though many of the words long ago fell out of use in 
speech, dictionaries give modern pronunciations for every character, and these are the pronunciations used in 
recitation.
When reading aloud, it is easy to notice that the original rhyme words do not always rhyme anymore."

Follow an example from the text:
Ode 8: Guó fēng: Zhōu nán: Fúyǐ 國 風 ·周 南 ·芣 苢

采 采 芣 苢 、 薄 言 采 之 cǎi cǎi fú yǐ, bó yán CĂI zhī
采 采 芣 苢 、 薄 言 有 之 cǎi cǎi fú yǐ, bó yán YŎU zhī

“in the first stanza, 采 cǎi and 有 yǒu are not a good rhyme (in either Middle or modern Chinese).
An adequate reconstruction of Old Chinese must be able to account for such rhymes” as follow:

采 s.rKʕ əʔ ( or a more readable: tshəʔ - by Schuessler reconstruction -1987)
有 [ɢ]ʷəʔ (ora a more readable: wjəʔ - by Schuessler reconstruction -1987)

Naturally, these findings lead to others steps, as: “cases where words rhymed in Old Chinese but do not rhyme 
now, as with Ode 8, quoted above, are obvious when the Shījīng is read aloud. But it is harder to identify cases 
where words that do rhyme now did not rhyme in Old Chinese”

In the light of this i.e.: “Most scholars today propose that OC poets were stricter in their rhyming habits (than 
what seems to appear in received versions of the classics).”

[Zev Handel, from 'The Oxford Handbook of Chinese linguistics']

so

“[...] in order to read these texts, it is also necessary to reconstruct the phonology and other linguistic features of 
the language. This is because the most important principle of the early Chinese script was to use the graph for 
one word to write other words of similar pronunciation (sometimes combined with additional graphic elements). 
So for texts composed in the Old Chinese period, just in order to decide what the words of a text are, one often 
has to know which words sounded similar to which at the time the text was written, without the benefit of an 
alphabetic representation.” 

Fabio Galassi


